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Objectives: The purpose of this study is to evaluate the preliminary effects of the Peer Relationship Enhancement Program in adoles-

cents deemed to be in an at-risk group for Internet and smartphone addiction.

Methods: The study group consisted of 33 adolescent participants (24 boys and 9 girls) at risk of Internet and smartphone addiction

in small and medium-sized cities. The subjects participated in 8 consecutive sessions of the Peer Relationship Enhancement Program.
The Korean Internet Addiction Proneness Scale, the Korean Smartphone Addiction Proneness Scale, the Real-Ideal Self Discrepancy
Scale, the UCLA Loneliness Scale, the Peer Intimacy Scale, and the Escaping from the Self Scale were evaluated before the initial and
after the final session. A paired t-test was performed to statistically analyze the data.
Results: The Peer Relationship Enhancement Program led to a significant decrease (p<0.05) in self-reported measures of The Korean
Internet Addiction Proneness Scale, the Korean Smartphone Addiction Proneness Scale, and the Real-Ideal Self Discrepancy Scale.
Conclusion: The Peer Relationship Enhancement Program reduces the risk of Internet and smartphone addiction and effectively prevents the associated problems.
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INTRODUCTION
In Korea, use of the Internet and smart technology has become ubiquitous across all age groups due to the popularization of smartphones, increased Internet usage, and diversification of content. The results of an Internet overdependence
study conducted by the National Information Society Agency
in 2016 found that 17.8% of the population was in the overdependence risk group, a 1.6% increase from the previous year.
Around 30.6% of adolescents, the highest proportion among
all age groups (infants/children, adults, 60+ years old), were
in this overdependence risk group.1) The most common form
of Internet use was instant messaging (94.5%), followed by
games (81.3%), web surfing (73.7%), social media (65%), and
news searches (60.6%). Compared to the normal user group,
the overdependence risk group used more diverse forms of
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content with a higher utilization rate; the game utilization
rate, in particular, was 20.2% higher than in the normal user
group, 97.7% and 77.7% respectively.1) There is currently no
standardized definition or unified terms related to the concept of Internet addiction, and there are still various opinions among scholars.2) This study will discuss Internet addiction based on the broad concept of addiction as argued by
Young.3)
As the Internet and smartphones have become more common, there is an increasing pattern of personal relations,
such as meeting, talking, and playing with friends, taking
place in a virtual world rather than through face-to-face encounters. Further, the Internet and smartphones have become
convenient means of communication for adolescents. This
technology can satisfy their need for self-expression and the
Internet is an important cultural space among their peers.
As such, Internet use is regarded as a convenient tool of communication for adolescents that can be used freely anywhere
and at any time.
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With increased Internet usage, however, negative consequences of overuse are becoming more prevalent. Notably,
adolescents are experiencing problems in various aspects of
their lives such as physical symptoms, family conflict, difficulties in personal relations, maladjustment to school life,
lower grades, and mental health issues as they overuse and
become excessively immersed in the Internet.4) Moreover,
there has been an increase in cyber bullying occurring online,
such as criticizing or ostracizing an individual through mobile messaging, the most powerful means of communication
among adolescents.4) With an increase in Internet and smartphone addiction cases that may lead to serious issues with
emotional, physical, and personal relation functionalities,
there is now more research on the vulnerability factors for
this addiction.
High impulsivity and low communication skills were reported factors that influence Internet addiction among adolescents. In studies conducted on middle school students,
the tendency for addictive Internet usage was predominantly found where the relationship with parents was less amicable.5,6) In addition, depression, anxiety, temperament, hyperactivity/impulsiveness, low family cohesion and adaptability,
and dysfunctional communication within the family were
reported to be factors that impact Internet addiction.7-9) Jun
et al.10) assessed vulnerability factors in terms of family function and personal relations by researching risk factors related to Internet and smartphone addiction for 1041 middle
school students, high school students, and special minority
groups (community child centers, child welfare institutions,
sunflower centers, shelters, multicultural centers, and hospital clinical groups). From the family function perspective,
Internet and smartphone addiction vulnerability factors included the relationship with parents, as well as family adaptability and cohesion. From the personal relations perspective,
intimacy in friendships and loneliness served as vulnerability factors. These results are consistent with previous studies
that have examined factors impacting Internet addiction.
Adolescents, the main Internet and smartphone user group,
are going through a phase that involves many physical, emotional, and psychological changes in development. In addition, friendships during this period are more important to
personal development and adjustment to school and society
than in any other period in an individual’s life.11) Forming
normal, positive friendships is an important emotional and
cognitive factor in healthy growth and development of adolescents. However, due to a lack of research on the link between peer relationships and addiction to the Internet and
smartphones,12) there must be more research focused on examining the relationship of peer groups and addictive use of
the Internet and smartphones among adolescents. Lee and

Myung11) found many negative factors of peer relationships
in the mobile phone addiction group, such as conflicts, opposition, selfishness, withdrawal, isolation, and dissatisfaction
with peer relationships, through research on the degree of mobile phone addiction and usage status among adolescents. In
the study by Suh and Yoo12) which examined the characteristics of Internet addiction and friendships among adolescents, subjects with higher levels of Internet addiction were
found to have decreased satisfaction with friendships in their
daily life.
Adolescence is a time when social relationships are formed,
and having fewer social skills puts you at higher risk for Internet addiction. Adolescents at risk of Internet addiction
become immersed in a virtual space for a long time, and are
thus unable to form close peer relationships and lack social
skills, thereby becoming at higher risk of maladjustment to
difficulties.13) Upon examining the results of previous studies, it is necessary to establish a treatment approach and countermeasures that are appropriate for the vulnerability factors
of addiction and the characteristics of adolescents, who make
up the largest proportion of the Internet and smartphone
addiction risk group. Further, while the Internet and smartphones may appear to temporarily relieve stress in adolescents,
they do not serve as countermeasures that can help resolve
problems. Therefore, it is necessary to develop programs that
help prevent Internet and smartphone addiction in order to
keep adolescents from experiencing difficulties in their daily lives due to these issues.14) Hence, this study attempts to
verify the effects of the Peer Relationship Enhancement Program, developed based on the study by Jun et al.,10) on adolescents at risk of Internet and smartphone addiction.

METhODs
Subjects

The questionnaire was given to a total of 429 middle school
students taking part in the adolescent Internet and smartphone usage status survey and preventative training in a
small-to-medium sized city in the Chungcheongbuk-do. Of
these students, 33 (24 male and 9 female students) were in
the Internet and smartphone addiction risk group and took
part in the program. The program was conducted after receiving written consent from the teachers, parents, and adolescents of the participating institution. This study was approved by the Institutional Review Board (2014-041).

Program structure and progress

The researcher created the Peer Relationship Enhancement Program based on the study by Jun et al.,10) with the purpose being to provide opportunities to develop communicahttp://www.jkacap.org
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tion skills, the ability to control emotions, and social adjustment
skills by having students learn and practice useful social skills
within and outside the group (Appendix).
The program was conducted once a week for 8 weeks at
two middle schools in a small to mid-sized city in the Chungcheongbuk-do from September 8, 2015 to October 27, 2015
and July 11, 2016 to August 29, 2016. One clinical psychologist
headed the program, and one researcher also participated
in the program. Each session of the program lasted for 50
minutes and involved various games as well as social skill
training for improving peer relationships. To assess the degree of change in adolescents through their participation in
the program, students were measured on the Internet and
smartphone addiction self-diagnosis scale, ideal-reality selfdiscrepancy scale, personal relation loneliness scale, friendship intimacy scale, and the self-escape scale before beginning and at the end of the program.

Measurement tools
Korean Internet Addiction Proneness Scale
This scale is a standardized Korean Internet addiction scale
that was developed based on the Young scale.3,15) It consists of
15 questions that measure problems, such as daily life disabilities, inclination toward the virtual world, withdrawal, and
resistance factors, regarding Internet usage on a 4-point scale.
Based on the total score and individual scores for each factor, it is possible to classify the subjects into a high-risk user
group showing all symptoms of withdrawal, resistance, and
daily life disabilities, a potential-risk user group showing at
least one of these symptoms, or a normal user group.15)
Korean Smartphone Addiction Proneness Scale
This scale is a standardized Korean smartphone addiction
scale that was developed based on the Internet and smartphone addiction scales. It consists of 15 questions16) that involve details such as daily life disabilities, inclination toward
the virtual world, withdrawal, and resistance factors. As with
the Korean Internet Addiction Proneness Scale, subjects
were divided into a high risk, potential risk, and normal user
group based on their total score and individual scores for
each factor.16)
Ideal-Reality Self-Discrepancy Scale
This Ideal-Reality Self-Discrepancy Scale was developed
through Hoge and McCarthy17) using questions that were
adapted and validated by Choi and Lee.18) The questions are
measured on a 6-point scale involving the actual and ideal self
scale that evaluate one’s own appearance, popularity, and
personality. Consisting of 9 questions, the last of which is
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open-ended and helps measure individual traits, however
this question was excluded from analysis in this study. Idealreality self-discrepancy is the difference in the total scores
between the ideal and actual self scales with a range of -40 to
+40 points.
Personal Relations Loneliness Scale
The revised UCLA Loneliness Scale was designed by Russel et al.,19) and the questions in this study were adapted and
validated by Kim.20) This scale includes 20 questions that
measure close and social acquaintances, as well as the sense
of belonging on a 4-point scale.
Friendship Intimacy Scale
This Friendship Intimacy Scale was designed by Ray and
Cohen21) and uses questions that were adapted and validated
by Lee.22) This scale includes sub-factors, such as support,
sense of closeness, fellowship, agreement, and affection and
addresses content regarding the behavioral and mental domain of each sub-factor. There are a total of 18 questions measured on a 4-point scale.
Self-Escape Scale
To examine self-escape tendencies, the Self-Escape Scale,
which was created by Shin23) based on the theory by Baumeister,24) was used. This scale is composed of 71 questions that include characteristics of a state of cognitive decline, however
this study used the abridged scale consisting of 35 questions.

Data analysis

To verify the effects of the Peer Relationship Enhancement
Program in this study, a comparative analysis was performed
through a paired t-test between the pre- and post-test. The Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) 12.0 (SPSS Inc.,
Chicago, IL, USA) was used for all collected data.

REsULTs
Demographic characteristics

There was a total of 33 students (24 males and 9 females)
who participated in the Peer Relationship Enhancement ProTable 1. Demographic characteristics
Variable

Subject (%)

Gender
Male
Female

24 (72.7)
9 (27.3)

Age (year)
14

15 (45.5)

15

18 (54.5)
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Table 2. Pre-treatment and post-treatment outcome variables (n=33)
Mean (SD)

Variable

Pre

Post

K-Scale

39.72 (4.73)

34.22 (7.71)

S-Scale

40.06 (5.77)

34.61 (7.44)

Real-ideal self discrepancy

-6.81 (7.23)

-4.13 (5.68)

t

p

3.828**
3.938***

0.001
0.000

-3.045**

0.005
0.355

Escaping from the self

12.73 (7.50)

12 (7.41)

0.938

Peer relationship

56.16 (10.93)

57.53 (8.30)

-0.836

0.410

Loneliness

55.45 (8.97)

56.13 (9.72)

-0.555

0.583

**p＜0.01, ***p＜0.001. K-Scale: Korean Internet Addiction Proneness Scale, S-scale: Korean Smartphone Addiction Proneness Scale

gram. Among them, 15 students were in their first year of middle school, while 18 students were in their 2nd year (Table 1).

Pre- and post-program effects

The difference in scores in the measurement tools recorded before and after the Peer Relationship Enhancement Program were compared. First, there was a statistically significant decrease in Internet (t=3.828, p<0.01) and smartphone
use (t=3.938, p<0.001). Moreover, the Peer Relationship Enhancement Program also led to a decrease in the degree of
self-discrepancy (t=-3.045, p<0.01). However, there were no
significant changes in the Self-Escape, Friendship, and Personal Relationship Loneliness Scale. These results are not
consistent with those of previous studies (Table 2).

DIsCUssION
To verify the effects of the Peer Relationship Enhancement
Program, created by the researcher based on the study by
Jun et al.,10) this study compared 33 students who were at risk
of Internet and smartphone addiction before and after their
participation in the program. This study assessed participants
through an adolescent Internet and smartphone addiction
self-diagnosis scale, ideal-reality self-discrepancy scale, personal relationship loneliness scale, friendship intimacy scale,
and self-escape scale. The following results and conclusions
were derived as a result.
The results showed a statistically significant decrease in the
Internet and smartphone self-diagnosis scale score of students
who participated in the Peer Relationship Enhancement Program. This result is consistent with the study by Kwon14) who
found that personal relationship skills had a negative influence on game addiction, as well as the study by Lee and Ahn25)
who found that adolescents with higher personal relationship skills were less likely to have an Internet addiction. Further, there was a significant improvement in personal relationship skills by effectively using various coping methods
for social situations through the Peer Relationship Enhancement Program. This coincides with the purpose of this pro-

gram which is to train subjects on how to improve their relationships with peers.
When the average ideal-reality self-discrepancy scales were
compared before and after the Peer Relationship Enhancement Program, the average score was significantly lower after the program, implying a decrease in the difference between the subject’s ideal and actual self. This result is consistent
with the study by Kim and Chang,26) which found that the
Internet addiction level was higher with a greater difference
between the subject’s ideal and actual self. The virtual world
is a potentially attractive space for adolescents with higher
self-discrepancy, considering that they can forget their unsatisfactory self in realityand instead take on a more attractive, ideal self in this virtual world.27) Therefore, by narrowing the gap between the subject’s actual self and ideal self
through the Peer Relationship Enhancement Program, it is
thought that subjects can accept themselves as they are and
improve their self-esteem.
There was no statistically significant difference in the selfescape, friendship satisfaction, or personal relationship difficulty scale before and after the program. This is inconsistent with results from Jun et al.10) This may be due to the fact
that the Peer Relationship Enhancement Program that was
conducted in this study did not fully reflect the relevant domains, thereby resulting in insignificant effects. Previous studies emphasize the need for treatment intervention through a
psychosocial approach, particularly the importance of developing psychosocial approach programs for adolescents.28)
Therefore, it is necessary to verify the order and structure of
this study’s Peer Relationship Enhancement Program and
reconstruct it into a program with optimal results. The limitations of this study are as follows. First, the sample size of
this study was small, and since the study was conducted in a
partially restricted region, it cannot be generalized to the entire population. Second, the measurement scales in this study
were self-reported measurements rather than a direct evaluation from an expert, hence the data may be lacking in consistency and reliability. Third, there was no control group to
compare the actual effects of the Peer Relationship Enhancehttp://www.jkacap.org
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ment Program, and various uncontrolled variables may have
impacted the results. Fourth, while Internet and smartphone
usage decreased after the program, there must be a follow-up
evaluation to determine if this level of usage is maintained
as time passes. Despite these limitations, this study showed
a significant effect of the Peer Relationship Enhancement Program, as there were significant changes in the students who
took part in the program. Therefore, satisfaction with peer
relationships may be an important preventative factor in relation to Internet and smartphone addiction.
Based on the above results, the Peer Relationship Enhancement Program, created based on the study by Jun et al.,10) had
positive effects on the Internet and smartphone addiction
risk group, but the details may require further specialization
and refining according to factors such as the developmental
stage of the adolescents and academic achievement level.
This was a preliminary study that verified the effects of the
Peer Relationship Enhancement Program. While it has limitations and follow-up studies are required, we have shown
it promotes preventative training programs for the Internet
and smartphone addiction risk groups. It is possible to systematically follow-up with results if we can connect the program with schools.

CONCLUsION
This study consisted of the Peer Relationship Enhancement
Program, created by the researcher based on the study by Jun
et al.,10) targeting an Internet and smartphone addiction risk
group, and examined the program’s influence on the subject’
Internet and smartphone usage level and sociability. The results, which compared scores before and after the program,
showed a significant change in Internet and smartphone usage level along with a decrease in the degree of self-discrepancy among subjects. This study is noteworthy in that it provided adolescents at risk of Internet and smartphone addiction
with an opportunity to reflect on and receive help for their
problems through the Peer Relationship Enhancement Program. This program considered the vulnerability factors of
Internet and smartphone addiction that were reported in a
previous study. The results demonstrated that even a shortterm and limited intervention is effective, but a follow-up
study is necessary in the future for a more long-term perspective.
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